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Stories are powerful things: they create our 
reality as much as they explain it. 

If the stories we reach for when everything seems to be coming 
apart, are ones that lead on themes of disaster, fragmentation, 
and breakdown, and that offer no hope of making it over the 
chasm to safety, then it becomes much more likely that we’ll 

find ourselves confronting just such a scenario.

If, on the other hand, we have stories, visions and signs, 
including weak signals – the so‐called “pockets of the future in 
the present” – that are positive, inspiring and purposeful, they 

could have the power to drive a different, and much more 
hopeful, kind of transformation.

Alex Evans (paraphrased)



Why “Good” Anthropocene(s)?





• Cultural diversity (e.g. non‐state movements)

• Resilience (of nature & people)

• Political economy (colonialism, conflict, etc)

• Cities (different types of urbanization)

• World views (especially about nature)

• Trust (in other people, institutions)

• Hope, Fun, etc...

Issues not well represented in 

existing narratives:



Why seeds?

“The future is already here; it’s just unevenly distributed.”
William Gibson







Seeds of a Good Anthropocene

Pockets of a better future 

that are already in existence today



Yahara Pride Farms
Wisconsin, USA

Protect farm landscape through:

Farmer‐led certification as “Yahara Pride Farm” 

Cost sharing programs for improved management

Education and outreach



Satoyama Landscapes
Japan 



Oranjezicht City Farm
Cape Town, South Africa



What do we hope to achieve?

• Answer qu. about the seeds :

– Where do seeds come from? 

– Why do they emerge here, but not there? 

– What causes some seeds to thrive, grow, or spread?

• Answer qu. about the values and features that 
people want in a Good Anthropocene

• Generate creative scenarios about 
transformations towards alterative positive 
futures for Earth and humanity that are highly 
novel and yet feature well-artiulated pathways



Current state of our project:

• Over 180 “seeds” collected so far

• Blog at:  http://goodanthropocenes.net/

• Next steps: analyzing and understanding the 
seeds

– Laura Pereira: Methods

– Ciara Raudsepp‐Hearne: Database and analysis

– Rika Preiser: Southern Africa


